Alien Strain

An alien and his wife, whose distant ancestors were originally from Earth, decide to pay
humanity a visit. Prior to their departure, they place a copy of their psyches inside a couple of
spheres. The spheres are used on their planet to prolong life by having their neural network
inserted into a clone. They hope that if something happens to them on Earth, and a human
makes bodily contact with the spheres, they will be able to continue their lives inside a human
host. When they land their spacecraft in Cambodia, a massive earthquake occurs. Centuries
later, his sphere is found. It ends up being sold to a wealthy businessman who wears it as an
accoutrement to a masquerade party. Once the alien strain enters his body, the process goes
awry, and a battle for survival begins. Its one thing for an alien to enter a clone and quite
another for it to enter a living entity, particularly one thats human. The alien attempts to take
over, but the humans immune system resists his advances. Eventually there can only be one
victor. The question is, who will it be?
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East Coast Alien is an energetic sativa-dominant strain with pungent OG flavors. The buzz is
inspiring without being overstimulating, creating a balanced sativa buzz to assist in staying
active, finishing chores, or simply enhancing mood. â€œA very good morning/mid day smoke,
ECA. Directed by Robert Benavides Jr., Andy Palmer. With Michael Finn, Laura Gordon ,
Michael Phenicie, Rolf Saxon. After his girlfriend vanishes without a trace on a. Strain name
info: Alien OG Marijuana Strain. Our Overall Rating: / Best known for: Out of this world
high. Positive Effects, Marijuana Alien OG strain effects.
Alien Technology is a very special landrace Afghani strain that was brought back fairly
recently by a U.S. soldier from an unnamed small village in Afghanistan. WiFi Alien is a
powerhouse hybrid marijuana strain, with the brain of a sativa and the heart of an indica. The
effects of WiFi Alien have always.
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